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Abstract—A considerable amount of routers and links remains idle after each mapping application onto the Network-on-Chip based many-core systems. Online path-based test method is a kind of self-test for these idle components. In this paper, a path-based fabric for NoC is firstly proposed. A path serves as the basic component, covering one link and its associated control logic in the routers. One possibility is to apply fault detection on the idle paths, while the other paths continue to operate normally. Moreover, this paper details the hardware implementation, targeting the stuck-at and bridging faults. It suggests a good trade-off between fault coverage, hardware overhead and test time. Experimental results show that the approach achieves 93% of the stuck-at faults in control unit and cover 100% of the stuck-at and bridging faults on the global link within 256 clock cycles.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the evolution of semiconductor manufacturing process, Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chips (MPSoCs) are likely to integrate many cores into a single chip to deal with high-performance parallel computing [1], [2]. The need to handle an extremely growing communication traffic emerges Network-on-Chip (NoC) as a major research concern [3], [4]. On the other hand, the growing device defects and shrinking feature size have a negative impact on the stability of the chips [5], [6]. Physical failures can occur on NoCs for different reasons such as process variation, particle impact, and aging during the lifetime. Early detection of these faults and curing the chip can prevent the network from events such as corrupted packets, dropped packets, and even deadlock.

Various test methods are proposed for physical fault detection in NoCs. Most of them are based on routers. In [7], the authors proposed an online test wrapper by adding two monitor modules (MM) to both ends of the link in order to test the link. This work does not test the control logic inside routers and its hardware overhead is 43.96%. In another work [8], a test method is presented aiming at detecting and locating faults in links. The work engages four routers in the test process. This test method requires four test rounds to complete the fault diagnosis, which imposes a large overhead. DeOrio et al. [9] proposed a Vicis-enhanced router including BIST units and test wrapper to diagnose faulty components in a router, and they used the error correcting code (ECC) unit to tolerate the faults in a data path. Nevertheless, the area overhead of this work is more than 50% and it takes 150,000 clock cycles to complete the test. Kakoe et al. [10] proposed a functional online test technique that is capable of detecting faults in routers and links. However, in this method, each test task needs a working router and the auxiliary components. The fault coverage of this method is only 85%. These related works needs a working router and the auxiliary components. The routers and links. However, in this method, each test task cannot perform the NoC test under the condition that weighs the hardware redundancy and test time and fault coverage well. These methods degrade the system performance by disabling the function of one or more routers.

Jiang et al. [11] showed that there are many free links and some free routers in the system after mapping. As shown in Fig. 1, three applications with three, five, and six tasks are mapped onto a 4 × 4 mesh NoC where each tile consists of a router and a processing unit [12]. As can be seen, there are two free routers and there is no communication load on some links that connect the routers with different applications, such as the link between A1 and B4. In addition, some links are idle while employed by the same application, such as the link between C1 and C4. This condition motivates the online test method for the free components after each mapping process. The motivation of our test method is to enable NoC-based system with online self-test capabilities in the field, and it conforms to the general goals of online test techniques, such as high test coverage, low hardware cost and minimal system-level performance impact [13].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed test method. In Section III, an implementation of this online test method is described. We present the experimental results and analysis in Section IV, followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. PATH-BASED TESTING FOR NOC

In this section, we first propose a path-based NoC fabric with finer-grain testability and observability. Then, we describe a test method which is structurally different from the router-based test methods. Finally, the test process is described.

A. Path-based NoC Fabric

The NoC design is commonly divided into routers, links, and network interfaces, which are the main network elements [14]. Fig. 2(b) shows a typical router structure with the shared switch allocator (SA), virtual channel allocator (VA) and crossbar. Guided by this fabric, the test methods for NoC often take a router, a link or a region with multiple routers and links as the test object. In this way, if the test is only performed on the link, the control logic inside the router cannot be tested. Moreover, if the test object contains the control logic, the shared modules should be disabled and thus the entire router can not function. As a result, the current test methods are unable to test all the free components in NoC after mapping without bringing down the working applications.

By considering these constraints, we decompose the NoC into paths and junctions, and define the path-based NoC fabric shown in Fig. 2(a). In the path-based NoC fabric, paths are the basic components instead of routers and links. Junctions connect the paths together and form a mesh network. In a word, we differently form the basic components (i.e. paths) than that in typical designs (i.e. routers and links) to provide a reliable hardware foundation for our online test method.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), in a typical router architecture, the control modules are logically shared among different ports, but in fact, they contain repetitive hardware structures physically. In our design, shown in Fig. 2(c), we divide the shared functional modules into independent port agents plus some structural wires (i.e. junction). A port agent consists of a set of closely coupled modules, including input buffer, output registers, routing calculation unit (RC), FSM, VA, SA and some multiplexers. Based on this structure, a path is defined as a group of two port agents in the adjacent routers and the intermediate global link, as shown in Fig. 2(d). In other words, a path covers a link and its associated control logic in routers, and it becomes a communication structure between adjacent junctions. In this figure, assuming a path between two neighboring routers, the west port agent is in the current router while the east port agent is located in the neighboring router. Different paths are functionally independent and there is no functional coupling between them.

B. Distributed Single Path Test Method

The implementation of the test method requires some test components including necessary test wrappers and test infrastructures. The circuit structure with these test components is shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e). Firstly, we define two units as channel control unit (CCU) and channel data unit (CDU). The CCU are composed of the multiplexer, FSM, RC, VA and SA, while the CDU bundles the input buffer with the output registers to play the role of payload storage and driving. This division is conducive to suit efficient test means to the case, that is, a functional test for CDU and a structural test for CCU. In addition, the shared test infrastructures including the test console and BIST platforms are placed at the junctions as
shown in Fig. 2(e). The paths connected to the same junction share a group of test infrastructure. The test console is a test task manager and the BIST platforms provide test stimuli and compare the test responses.

Using the distributed single path test method, the distributed free paths in the network after the mapping process will be tested in sequence. When the test is running, the wrapper isolates the path under the test from the rest of the network, and the input and output signals are observed and controlled by the test platforms without affecting the normal operation of other paths.

Path-based test method has two features. The existing test methods for NoC generally disable a router with its communication link. These methods block packets in the upstream buffers until the test process is finished. However, in the proposed test method, there is no load on the idle path, it does not affect the network performance. Another feature of this test approach is the finer granularity of the test object that is a single path rather than an entire router. It facilitates locating the fault directly in one transmission direction of the path. This capacity can help in dealing with a smaller faulty object during the subsequent fault recovery and cure process. This information can provide a more detailed basis for the next application mapping.

C. Test Process

In this work, we consider two types of hardware faults that may result in NoC malfunction at the gate level: stuck-at faults and bridging faults. The permanent stuck-at faults can be detected in both CCU and CDU test while the permanent bridging fault can be detected in the CDU test. Moreover, the intermittent faults in CDU are detected by using the redundancy time of CDU test as the CCU test time is much longer than that of CDU. Within a single test task, the CDU test takes place predetermined times, and the results can indicate the time characteristics of the fault.

The test console is responsible for managing the entire operation of the path-based test. Fig. 3 shows the finite state machine of the test console. When the state machine is in the IDLE mode, the path is operational. The state jumps to the ISOLATION state when the start signal is valid. In the ISOLATION state, the state machine blocks the output register and checks the buffer to ensure that the current port agent does not have valid data. In the TEST_SYNC state, the test console on one side of the path handshakes with the test console on the other side to ensure that the port agents on both sides are ready for the test. After synchronization, the test console triggers the shared BIST platforms in the TRIGGER state to start the test of CCU and CDU. Then the test task is executed by the underlying hardware in the TESTING state. When the test task is finished, the state machine enters the data collection and output stage, which is the TEST_DONE state. The test results from the CCU and CDU BIST platforms are collected by the test console for further diagnosis and cure.

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the hardware implementation of the BIST platforms and the wrappers in detail.

A. Test Platforms

A typical BIST platform with the STUMPS (self-testing using MISR and parallel SRS) architecture is applied to the CCU test. It uses a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and a phase shifter to generate a number of pseudo-random test sequences with preset seeds. In this work, we insert multiple scan chains into the CCU to reduce the test time considerably. Then an X-tolerant test response compactor is leveraged to compress the responses which are captured at functional system speed [15]. Finally, a distinct signature is generated by a multiple input signature register (MISR) and compared with the desired response in the test response analyzer (TRA). The BIST controller is responsible for controlling all the test components, it enables the components in a given order and controls the timing. The external BIST interface includes a start signal for triggering, a done signal for test completion, and a pass_fail signal for the test result.

The CDU is tested by predefined packets from the CDU BIST platform on another side of the path. The CDUs of the port agents at both ends and the global link between them are the test objects. In this group of test objects, the data transmission is parallel and there is no combinational logic relation. Therefore, we use all-zero and all-ones and walking-one data flits as stimulus to cover all stuck-at and bridging faults. We use an internal finite state machine to generate the stimulus for the CDU and the one-hot shift operation to decrease the hardware overhead required for generating the walking-one flits. In order to cope with the faulty situation, we use a watchdog to introduce the timeout mechanism. If the test data flit is not received within a limited time, it indicates that the CDU or the link is faulty.
B. Wrapper

Fig. 4 shows the CDU wrappers at both ends of the path. Because the paths in NoC are synchronous, using multiplexers is a simple and effective method for wrapping. The wrapping process is initiated by the test console to ensure that the buffer in the port agent does not have valid data. This process is divided into two phases: the ISOLATE_IN and ISOLATE_ALL phase. In the former phase, the test console enables the MUX_1 in the wrapper infrastructure to block the input data after current transmission. In the latter phase, the test console enables MUX_2 to mask the request signals from other directions. When the process completed, the test console observes the input signals and controls the output signals of the path. Then, the local test console handshakes with the neighbor test console to ensure that the port agent on the other side is also ready. In addition, The CCU wrapper is similar to the CDU wrapper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented an $8 \times 8$ NoC with the BIST capacity using Verilog HDL with TSMC 45nm technology to evaluate our proposal. We used Synopsys VCS for the functional simulation and Design Complier for synthesis and TetraMAX for fault coverage evaluation.

A. Hardware Overhead and Power Consumption

Each junction of this NoC supports five physical inputs, and each port agent is equipped with 12-flit FIFO buffer. In Table I, we use the percentage over the whole router structure to present the experimental results. The area overhead of all test components including the test infrastructure and all wrappers is about 35%. The power consumption of the components under the constraint of 500 MHz clock frequency are shown in 4th and 5th columns. The power consumption of all test components is about 10% of the whole equivalent structure.

B. Fault Coverage and Test Time

Fig. 5 depicts the fault coverage and the test time of CCU at different vector numbers ranged from 4 to 8192. It can be observed that there is a direct linear relationship between the test time and the vector number. Moreover, the fault coverage grows rapidly with the first 256 test vectors and exceeds the value of 90% with the remaining test vectors. Applying 128 test vectors with 93% of fault coverage is considered as a reasonable trade-off in favor. In the CDU test, the fault coverage can reach 100 percent for stuck-at and bridging faults by applying the entire test packet.

In Table II, a comparison is done between the previous works and our proposal in terms of the test object, hardware redundancy (HR), fault coverage (FC) and the total test time (TT). From the table, it can be seen that our proposal shows advantages in most comparison criteria and achieves a balanced trade-off between them. A better fault coverage and a lower test time make the proposed method more efficient.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a path-based NoC fabric with a finer-grain test capability and observability. A path comprises of an independent global link and its related control logic expanding over two adjacent routers, while a junction solely glues different paths together. The path serves as the basic test object of NoC. Based on this fabric, we introduced an online test method where a path can be tested independently without influencing other paths in the network. The results show that the path-based test method can cover 100% of the stuck-at and bridging faults on the global link, and 93% of the stuck-at faults in the control unit within 256 clock cycles.
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